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ABSTRACT
The multidetector array Mur + Tonneau has been used to perform a 4rc detection of

charged panicles and fragments emitted in reactions between 4^Ar, at energies ranging
from 25 to 85 MeV/u, and 27A1 or ^Ni target. The events have been sorted as a function
of the impact parameter value, using a new global variable, the average parallel velocity.

The pre-equilibrium emission from the interaction region increases strongly when the
incident energy increases and when the impact parameter decreases. It severely limits the
mass and excitation energy of the equilibrated partial fusion nuclei, even in central
collisions.

The collective transverse momentum in the reaction plane (flow) is observed to
strongly vary as a function of impact parameter and incident energy. Its value falls to zero
in the range 70-80 MeV/u for central collisions. These results are compared to predictions
based on the Landau-Vlasov and Boltzmann equations in order, to get information on the
nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium and the equation of state of nuclear matter.

1. INTRODUCTION
Below 15-20 MeV/u, nucleus-nucleus collisions lead to the formation of one or two

main products. In central reactions, the complete fusion nucleus (compound nucleus) de-
excite via binary fission and/or emission of light particles, leaving one heavy residue or
two fission fragments which are easily identified. In more peripheral reactions, the
formation of a di-nuciear system1) (deep inelastic collisions) leads to two main products
accompanied by several light particles. Thus, the detection and identification of one heavy
product is sufficient to characterize the reaction. The detection of light charged particles on
neutrons in a small solid angle in coincidence with the heavy product allows information
on the excitation energy, spin... to be obtained. At "relativistic energies", many particles
and fragments are produced ; inclusive measurements proved to be non-conclusive and the
simultaneous detection of all (or most) of these final products was undertaken allowing
more definite conclusions to be obtained2). Between 20 and 100 MeV/u, inclusive
measurements have been first undertaken^). They lead to ambiguous conclusions.
Indeed, even if one fusion nucleus is formed, it de-excites by emitting so many panicles
and fragments that no heavy residue is left Due to this absence of heavy residue, it was
concluded that incomplete fusion has vanished above 30-40 MeV/u. Actually, the
simultaneous detection of all products is necessary in order to reconstruct the mass and
velocity of the initial fusion nucleus.

Incomplete fusion means that nucléons and clusters are emitted in the first stage of
the nucleus-nucleus encounter, due to nucleon-nucleon collisions and/or collective break-
up of the light initial nucleus. These processes are expected to vary as a function of the
initial interaction volume which is directly related to the impact parameter value b. Then,



in order to reach meaningful and detailed conclusions, it is necessary to sort the detected
events as a function of b. The pre-equilibrium emission must be distinguished from the
particles issued from the equilibrated fusion nucleus. Its study provides information on
nuclear matter in the hot compressed interaction region (called participants in relativistic
energy collisions). A specific analysis method ^ allows the component of their transverse
momentum on the reaction plane to be obtained, the sidewards flow 6 . At high energies,
the interaction is dominated by two-body collisions, the flow is attributed to a repulsive
momentum transfer in the compressed interaction region and has a positive value.
Conversely, at a few tens of MeV/u, the interaction is dominated by the attractive mean
field : the projectile nucléon are deflected to negative angles, i.e. the flow has a negative
value16). The continuous evolution from negative to positive flow values as a function of
incident energy has been studied with the Boltzmann equation l 7 and the microscopic
Landau-Vlasov model18 : the flow values are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross

section GNN in the nuclear medium and to the equation of state through the
incompressibility factor K of infinite nuclear matter. Experimentally, the continuous
evolution of the flow from negative to positive values should be measured as a function of
two variables, namely the incident energy and the impact parameter.

We have designed and performed an exclusive experiment in which the charge and
velocity of nearly all charged products were measured on an event by event basis. The
charge of each fragment gave us an estimate of the mass and therefore, with the velocity,
an estimate of the momentum. We have chosen the 40Ar + 27Al system. An inclusive
experiment7 showed that the cross section of fusion residues vanishes between 32 and 36
MeV/u .Our exclusive measurements spanned from 25 to 65 MeV/u in steps of 10
MeV/u. The 36Ar + 27Al system was also measured with low statistics at 85 MeV/u and
measurements have been performed for 4^Ar + 58Ni at 36 and 65 MeV/u..

Before undertaking any data analysis, badly measured events had to be rejected and a
way of sorting the well measured events as a function of their impact parameter had to be
devised. This sorting allowed us to determine the number of preequilibrium nucléons and
to measure their sidewards flow as a function of the impact parameter and the incident
energy.

In central reactions, we observe that fusion nuclei are indeed formed after the residues
have disappeared. We also have some information on the excitation energy of these
nuclei14. These results are not discussed here, neither the question whether the de-
excitation process is sequential evaporation or fast multifragmentation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Almost all particles are focused in the forward hemisphere in a reverse kinematics

system such as Ar on Al. We were therefore able to cover nearly Ax in the center of mass
by using two complementary multidetector systems which covered nearly 2% . The
forward angles between 3.2 and 30 degrees were covered by 96 plastic scintillators
arranged in 7 concentric rings located 210 cm from the target. A detailed description of
this plastic wall (MUR) is found in reference 8. All angles between 30 and 90 degrees
were covered using the spherical half-barrel (TONNEAU 9) which was located 80 cm
from the target. Each of the 36 half-staves had an azimulthal coverage of 10°. One
photomultiplier at each end of the half-stave allowed to determine the polar angle, 0 ,
with a resolution of 6°. All events with multiplicities larger than 1 were recorded in order
to avoid an uncontrolled bias on the reactions. Elements were separated using the energy
vs time of flight technique.The resolution, threshold, and geometry of the experimental
set up have been taken into account in the analysis.



TONNEAU

FIGURE 1 :
Experimental set-up (The backward half of Tonneau was not used here).

3. SELECTION OF WELL MEASURED EVENTS AND IMPACT PARAMETER
DETERMINAHON

The neutrons are not detected and 10-15% of the charged products are missed due
to narrow dead areas between the detectors and to the absence of detectors at backward
and very forward angles. The first step in the event by event analysis was to demand that
the total parallel momentum of all detected prducts was more than 65 % of the
projectile's linear momentum.. Since the grazing angle is close to 1° and the minimum
detection angle is 3.2° , many peripheral reaction events were eliminated : when the
projectile-like fragment is not kicked to more than 3.2°, most of the linear momentum is
not measured. This selection of well measured events is essential in order not to
misidentify the impact parameter value. Thanks to the high efficiency and small minimum
polar angle of the set-up all central and intermediate impact parameter reactions, as well as
a few peripheral reactions, are well measured and kept for further analysis.

The events have to be sorted according to their impact parameter value b10. The basic
assumption is : the larger the violence of the collision, the larger the interaction volume of
the two nuclei, i.e. the smaller the impact parameter. The violence of the collision is
expressed through the value of a global variable. Several global variables have been used
in the study of reactions induced by relativistic heavy ions. We have tested them by means
of events produced by a code which simulated the reaction mechanisms. Each event is
filtered through a software replica of the detection set-up, to take into accound all the
actual detector limitations. The quality of the impact parameter determination is expressed
by the correlation between the real b value and the "experimentally" determined
value.This correlation is broad with the multiplicity, the total detected charge, and the mid-
rapidity charge ; it is slightly better with the total transverse momentum .
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FIGURE 2
Invariant cross sections d2olV dV dVII of different particles detected in two bins of events
characterized by the value of their average parallel velocity Vm (shown by the blade rectangle).
Top : mid-peripheral collisions (b - 6fm). Bottom : central collisions (b < 2fm). NN is the
center-of-mass velocity of free projectile nucleon-target nucléon. The dashed line shows the
detection velocity threshold. From ref.Is.
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FIGURE 3 :
Parallel velocity spectra of
light charged particles (Z=I
and 2, white area) and heavy
products (shaded area, on a
different vertical scale). From
the upper left corner to the
bottom right corner one goes
from mid-peripheral to central
collisions (i.e. impact
parameter values respectively
around 6 J, 55, 45, 3.4, 22
and 1.6 fin). The light particle
spectra are split in two
components ; an equilibrated
one (dotted line) and a pre-
equilibrium one (dashed line).
The average number of P.E.
particles in each bin is
indicated.
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We looked for a global variable better adapted to incident energies below 100 MeV/u.
We found it in the average (mass-weighted) parallel velocity. It is based on linear
momentum conservation and geometry. Details on this method can be found in ref. 1^.

4. PRE-EQUILIBRIUM AND EQUILIBRIUM EMISSIONS
To help identify the processes and their evolution with b , we built contour plots as

in figure 2. For mid-peripheral reactions (upper part), the invariant cross sections of
heavy fragments (mostly Z > 9) and light charged particles exhibit circular contours
centered close to Vp : excited projectile-like transfer products have isotropically
evaporated a few light particles. For Z = I and 2, a weak component at V// values below
Van is present. For central reactions (lower pan of Fig. 3), the heavy fragments (mostly
Z = 6-8) are the residues of equilibrated nuclei formed via fusion, which de-excited
through isotropic emission of many particles and clusters, (let us note that this emission
can be fast multi-fragmentation as well as sequential evaporation). The velocities of the
equilibrated nuclei lie between Vp and VCm , indicating that fusion is far from being
complete. For Z = I and 2 , in addition to particles isotropically emitted by the incomplete
fusion nucleus, a component at V// values below Vc m is clearly seen. It does not show
up for higher Z values (except, possibly for very few Z = 3 particles).

The projections of this figure on the parallel velocity axis are shown in figure 3. One
sees that the slow component is centered around VNN which corresponds to the center-
of-mass of free nucléon- nucléon system (very close to Vp/2) 15. This is the value
expected if they are ejected after a single collision with a nucléon of the other nucleus, and
this location is the same in all bins. Moreover, the transverse energy distributions of the
particles is identical at all impact parameters. Thus, we attribute them to pre-equilibrium
emission from the interaction region, i.e. the so-called participants at high energies.
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FIGURE 4 :
Average number of pre-
equilibrium panicles,
versus the impact
parameter value b.
From ref. ^5.
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Figure 4 shows the variation of the average P.E. multiplicity < "Upe > versus b . <

"Ope > is very low in mid-peripheral reactions and rises rapidly when b decreases. Head-
on reactions (full overlap of Ar and Al) correspond to less than 1 fm , i.e. 30 mb . Since



Vav = Vcm , all or nearly all target nucléons experienced at least one collision and the total
detected charge is indeed close to 31. There, surprisingly large P.E. multiplicities are
reached : 7 particles, half of them with Z = 1 and the other half with Z = 2 , i.e. 10
charge units. One third of the system is emitted before equilibration ! Of course, this high
ratio is favored by the small size of the nuclei. At these energies, fusion is very
incomplete.

Let us compare the P.E. multiplicities at 65 MeV/u to the number of nucléons
contained in the overlap region U. At 7 fm , the multiplicity of Z=I PE particles
(average mass = 1.5) is lower than 0.1 whereas the number of interacting nucléons is ~
1. A multiplicity 1 needs an impact parameter ~ 5.5 fm , where 10 nucléons are in the
overlap volume. The production of Z=2 (mostly alpha particles) needs a larger overlap.
At 3 fm, 36 nucléons interact during the first steps of the reaction and 1 alpha is emitted,
in addition to 3 hydrogen particles. At lower b values, the increase of the Z=2 yield is
steeper than that of Z=I and both elements reach a multiplicity value S 3 in head-on
collisions.Both the surprisingly large P.E. multiplicity of Z=2 particles and its steep
increase at low b could be explained by the increase of the overlap region coupled with
the presence of preformed clusters in the nuclei. An alternative explanation could be the
coalescence process, which is favored by the larger number of primary P.E. nucléons.
The data shown here provide a good basis for such calculations.

Now, let us compare the 45 and 65 MeV/u data. At a fixed b value, the multiplicity
of Z = 1 panicles exhibits a distinct increase with energy, while the multiplicity of Z=2
particles increases slightly or remain constant. This difference has no obvious
explanation. Is it a clue that complex particles and single nucléons are due to different
P.E. process ?

5. COLLECTIVE TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM AND EQUATION OF STATE

FIGURE 5
Flows of nuclear matter. Left : before the collision. Right : after the collision. This picture
corresponds to Einc > EfxJ, (b), i.e. projectile nucléons are scattered to positive angles and
target nucléons are scattered to negative angles ; the sidewards flow is shown by the broad
arrows in the reaction plane. Conversely, at £(nc < Efoi (b), not shown here, the projectile
nucléons are scattered to negative angles, the sidewards flow is negative and the broad
arrows are bent to opposite directions in the reaction plane. The out-of-plane flow (broad
arrows perpendicular to the reaction plane) has not been analyzed in this experiment.



The direction of the nucléons emitted from the interaction region (pre-equilibrium or
participant nucléons) and the projectile or target remnants are sensitive to the flow of
nuclear matter during the reaction. This flow can be studied through the value of the
transverse momentum pt of each particle. More precisely, we study the projection px of
p t on the reaction plane as a function of the rapidity y of the panicle, i.e. the sidewards
flow. We use y for an easier comparison with published data5-6-12'13). At the energies
studied here, <100 MeV/u, y is very close to p// (parallel velocity in c units). For the
particles issued from the projectile (i.e. with a rapidity larger than the cm rapidity ycm) p x

has a direction opposed to the direction of panicles issued from the target nucleus (below
y«n) : Figure 5.

At high energies, the interaction is dominated by two-body collisions and the positive
flow is attributed to a repulsive momentum transfer in the compressed interaction region.
Conversely, at a few tens of MeV/u, the interaction is dominated by the attractive mean
field. There, fragments have been shown to be deflected to negative angles and the flow is
negative. The continuous evolution from negative to positive flow values as a function of
incident energy has been theoretically studied. The flow values strongly depend on the
incident energy and on the impact parameter. Indeed, different compression values are
reached at different impact parameters, leading to different distances between nucléons in
the interaction region. The values are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross section
ONN m the nuclear medium and to the equation of state through the incompressibility
factor K. In order to disentangle the respective influences of these two parameters, the
flow should be measured as a function of two variables - the incident energy and the
impact parameter.

The direction <]> of the reaction plane and the value of px are calculated using a slight
modification 12) of the methods originally described by Danielewicz and Odyniec 5 : the
weight of each panicle i is taken to be yj-yCm . where y, is the rapidity of the panicle
19).

E/A=55MeV '0Ar - Ni

- 4 0
0.4 y

FIGURE 6
65 MeVIu Ar on Ni. Measured mean transverse momentum per nucléon projected into
the reaction plane as a function of the particle (Z=2) rapidity. 4 impact parameter bins, 1
fin wide, are shown. The flow parameter is shown at 4.5 fin.



Figure 6 shows a series of plots of px/A versus the paiticle rapidity, obtained at
65 MeV/u Ar on Ni for Z=2, at impact parameter values ranging from 5.5 to 2 fm with a
FWHM - 1 fm. The rapidities of the projectile, yp and the nucleon-nucleon center-of-
mass yNN = yp/2 , are shown by arrows. Around y^N the participants clearly exhibit
the linear increase of px/A versus the rapidity which characterizes directed collective
motion. At large (resp. small) y values, panicles emitted by the "spectator" projectile
(resp. target) equilibrated nucleus constitute the main contribution . Their transverse
momentum is a complex combination of sidewards flow, bounce-off and a large thermal
motion. Their interference with participant particles causes the slope of px versus y to
decrease. A similar effect has been observed at higher energies 6MM).

As in ref. 12, the flow parameter of the participants is the slope multiplied by (yp-
yNN). This is shown in figure 6 at 4.5 fm. The variation of the flow versus b is plotted
in figure 7 at 65 MeV/u Ar on Ni, for Z=I and Z=2. Let us remind that the analysis
method5) does not say whether the flow is negative or positive. The flow at 36 MeV/u
does not depend as strongly on b as at the other energies and has the largest observed
values. 25 MeV/u is similar to 36 MeV/u, 55 MeV/u is intermediate between 45 and 65 .
In central collisions, at 45 MeV/u , some compression is reached. Inside the interaction
region, where nucléons get closer, the potential is less attractive and the flow falls to
smaller values. At 55 and 65 MeV/u, this effect becomes stronger. Larger flow values are
observed for Z=2 than for Z=I. This effect has already been observed 6^13 . It is
attributed to the role of thermal motion which tends to reduce the alignment into the
reaction plane due to collective motion. In the limit of complete thermalization, the thermal
energy of a cluster is the same whatever its mass, i.e. the thermal energy per nucléon is
lower for heavy clusters than for nucléons, and their flow is less reduced6.

45 MeV / u

(fm) exp (fm)

FIGURE 7 :
Absolute value of the flow as a function of the experimentally determined impact
parameter value (bexp), for Z-I andZ=2 particles, Ar+Al at 45 and 65 MeVlu.
Error bars indicate the uncertainties in getting the slopes (see figure 6) These values
are not corrected for the difference between the true and measured reaction planes and
are thus lower limits.



There is some uncertainty in determining the reaction plane from experimental data in
each event. Then, the experimentally determined value of the the flow must be multiplied
by a correcting factor. This difficulty can be avoided by looking at the energy Ebai where
the attractive and repulsive pans of the potential balance each other. There, the flow is
zero and no correcting factor is needed.

Hence, let us look first at the information given by Ebai. In figure 8, open points
show the flow measured at different energies for bexp = 3±0.5 fm. Ebai (3fm) appears to
lie in the range 90-100 MeV/u . Ebal (1.6 fm) is located in the range 70-80 MeV1S , ̂ t 5
fm, the uncertainties on the data are large. Nevertheless, Ebai (5fm) is larger than Ebai (3
fm). This increase of E^3I with b is in agreement with the prediction 17.

Landau-Vlasov calculations are able to get the single-particle distribution function,
which can be compared to experimentally measured single nucléon flow. The calculations
have been made with the same non-local and finite range force (Gogny Dl-Gl) for
different scalings of the effective cross section 1^. Figure 8 left shows the sensitivity of
the value of Ebai (b) to
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FIGURE 8
Flow for Z = I particles as a function of beam energy for impact parameter b=3±0.5fm
in reactions Of40Ar on 27Al. Open points : uncorrected values, assumed to be negative.
Closed circles : values corrected for the difference between the true and measured reaction
plane. They are compared to calculations based on the Landau-Vlasov^method (left) and
the Boltzmann equation17 (right) for the neighbouring system 4^Ca + 40Ca.on.n stands for
the free nucleon-nucleon cross section (-41 mb) and av/v for the nucleon-nucleon cross
section in medium,



Another calculation, made with the Boltzmann equation without including the
Coulomb interaction17, is shown on the right part of figure 8. It shows a similar

sensitivity of Ebal to O"NN- This calculation has been carried out at other b values. It
appears that Ebal strongly depends on K in non-central collisions : a stiff equation of state
(K=375) gives Ebai (5 fin) larger by 25 MeV than a soft EOS (K=200).

Now, let us look at the information given by the variation at the flow versus the
incident energy. Indeed, this slope is depending on K17-18. This last comparison requires
to correct ihe data for the difference between the true and measured reaction plane. The
correcting factors obtained from several methods5) have been compared to the factor
determined through a simulation calculation. The corrected values are shown in figure 8
by closed points. The steep slope of the flow versus the incident energy is in agreement
with the calculations.

These data indicate that CNN m medium is around 0.8 times an.n (free nucleon-

nucleon cross section, -41 mb) and exclude values as low as 0.5 cn-n (20 mb).
A detailed study of the flow as a function of the incident energy and the impact

parameter should allow accurate information on CNN and K to be obtained. Additionnai
constraints can be obtained by studying several projectile-target systems, since the flow
depends on the interaction volume. Indeed, Ebal (b) decreases when the mass of the
system increases17-18, proportionnally to A • 1^ for symmetric systems 1^.

These results demonstrate how important it is to obtain a good deteimination of the
impact parameter (not just the vague sorting into "central" and "peripheral" collisions) for
studying the dynamics of nucleus-nucleus collisions and the formation of hot nuclei.
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